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Swygert Set to
Present New Plan
To Board in March

On the Campaign Trail

Compiled from staff repons
Howard University President, H.
Patrick Swygert is set 10 reveal his
Strategic Framework For Action II to
the Board of Trustees next month:
In his plan, Swygert proposes 10
build a new science and engineering
building, School of Communications,
and student life center by the year
2006. Swygert is also proposing for
the University 10 recruit more faculty
Derck Rodgers Md Chandra Amlcl1>00. candidates
for HUSA president and vice pn:sidcnl

BritlDCyCoope,and Made Cooper. the Blank slate running
for HUSA pn:sident and vi<,e president.

Louren Bell talks in fromt of audience 111
spcakout Bell is a condidau: for undcrgmduate tru.\tce.

Stephanie Brown and Alex Di<oo. candidates for
HVSA ~tdcnc arttf "ice pre,.jdcnt

Breana C. Smith ,, running under the
F.R.E.S.H. slau, for undergr.uluate trustee.

See Editorial , A10
chairs.
The University would have 10
increase the number of corporate
sponsors in order to fulfill this commitment, Swygert said. Next month,
the Universtity is supposed 10 set a
goal for a capital campaign, which
will be a major fundraising effort 10
support Swygert's plans.
This goal wou ld fall under
Swygert's new responsibilities as a
major fundraiser for the Uruversity,
which caUs for him to travel and try
10 raise money for the University.
'These ambitions cannot be realized without a level of fuodraising,"
Swygert said to the Washington Post.
"We have not been nearly as successful as we need to be."
'The SPA II is !he second fiw-ye~r
plan put together by Swygert since he
took over a.~ president in 1995. Under
Swygerts first plan, be proposed to
build such things like the new book·
store, Louis Stokes and Law libraries
and 1he iL1b. Swygen has acheived
most of his goals for the University
included in his first plan.
"We' re trying to build and contin•
ue upn what we did with the first
plan," Swygert 1old 1he Post.

File Photo

Pre;ident H. Pntrick Swigert
There are some who raise questions 10 Swygert~ plans.
'They sound good, but we need
more specifics,"Taft Broome, a civil
engineering professor and president of
the faculty senate, told the Post.
"We've been promised these things
before and never see them," he added.
Broome also sugges1ed that the
Universily allow faculty to have a
voice in the evaluations of the administration. but Swygert did not put that
in the plan.
The boord of trustee> mu,t approve
the new plan for it take affect. The science center b one of the main components of the SFA II and the University will be hiring an architect this
spring and will be ready to fiod a contractor by early next year, Swygert
told the Post.

Intramural Competition Kicks Off, Attracting Many Spectators
By I RA PORT€R
Managing Editor
It is questionable whether Nicolette John wou ld
have rather been anywhere else at 8:00 Thursday
besides the lower gymnasium in Burr. John. a first
year student at the Howard University School of Law
is usually studying around that time, so it was a break
for her to come all the way to main campus and watch
some friends play basketball.
John and 15 of her friends and study buddies
jumped in their cars 10 come support one of their
school's two teams in this years intramural competition.

"We came over here to support our law guys and
we're winning" John said. "We're smart and we're
good," John said laughing. This was in between all
the yelling and clapping she and her girls were doing
on the sideline.
John considers herself a basketball fan, but she is
not a fanatic. She is just friends with members of the
team. The game however, gave her an excuse 10 come
to main campus. a place she rarely sees, unless she has
to handle some financial matter.
"lfthey (the law school team) weren' t playing. we

see a good game," Harris said. This
probably wouldn 't
is how it bas been in the past and it's
be over here,"John
What:
how the season started last week.
Intramural basketball
said.
Intram
ura l games are MondayKris
Stovall
Where:
T
hursday.
Last week the games
feels the same way.
Burr Gymnaisum, lower
started
Tuesday
and ended Thursday.
She likes basketlevel gym
Harris
said
this
was because of basball, too, but her
ketball games for the men and
friends weren't
When:
women, but after basketball season
Monday-Thursday
playing,
she
is over, the games will be on sched•
wou ldn't
have
Time:
ule. The first game starts at 6p.m.
come to main camThe
first
tip
off
is
at
6
and
the last game starts at 8 p.m.
pus. "We probably
p.m. The last game starts
There
are 26 teams in the league
won't be here if
at8p.m.
and
they
range from student teams,
they are not play10 hospital staff members. They pay
ing," Stovall said.
a one-time $50 fee and wha1ever
John and Stovall
team wins the championship in April
represent a seggets individual trophies. "It is a good
ment of the audichance for everyone to get to know
ence intramural
games a11rac1, including students, faculty, staff and people ou1side the person they see at
administrators. Dexter Harris is the coordinator of the work everyday," Harris said. "Jn the
Photo by Shala IVtl;;on
intramural games. On any given night, the gym could process, they develop a belier relaFin.I
ytar
low
students
Nicollette
John
(rill)lt) and Kris Sto»II applaud for one of
go from a small to mid-sized crowd to a jam packed tionship."
the School of Law's int.ramural basketball tenms
gym where onlookers are circled around the sidelines.
"You might not have anywhere 10 sit, but you can

The Hilltop Tuesday
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7
New Black Panther Party
Leader Khalid Muhammed
Died Saturday.
A5
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Other Sites Step Up to Fill
Internet Music Vacuum With
N apster in Limbo
By HEATHER ASPRAS
The Daily Princetonian (Prince1on U.}
(U-Wl RE) PRINCETON, NJ. -A federal appeals court ruled this
Monday that an injunction issued
against Napster last July was too broad
and ordered it to be sent back 10 a district court for modification. The
injunction -- which was s1ayed pending Monday's decision •· would prevent Napster from allowing users to
trade copyrighted ma1erial.
It is likely the injunction will be

imposed as soon as it is modified. Por
now, Napster users can still download music, though there is a definite
possibility that it might eventually
force Napster 10 shut down.
ln a statement issued in response to
the ruling, CEO of Napster, Inc. Hank
Barry said, 'Even if Napster file sharing is shut down while our trial is
pending, we will do whatever we can
10 work within the limits of the injunction to con1ioue 10 provide more than
five-million Napsrer com munity
members access to music."
Pleas, Su N"pster. AJ
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Should Howard do
More to Celebrate
Black History Month?

"l am disappointed that I go to an
HBCU that doesn 'I do much to celebrate Black History Month or publicize ii."
- Robert McCauley,
Junior, Computer Science Major

'.

Jones Not Victim of Racial Profiling, Police Say
NAACP Wraps Up Week ofActivities With Candid Discussion on Race and Cops
By TnELISHA WOODS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Captain Mike Reese of Metropolitan
Police's seventh district admitted racial
profiling still exists, but not ir the death
case of Howard student Prince Jones.
"Racial profiling docs happen," he said.
"With the case of Prince Jones, being that
it was black on black J don't know if you
could say that it was necessarily racial.
Every profession has people that do right.
and then those that do things to make you
raise your eyebrows, and sadly the police
depanment is no exception."
Reese, along four other officers from
DC's 1hird ~ n t h districts, spoke to
a handful of students:tbeut police brutality, racial profiling and police/citizens relations Friday in the Blackbum Center. The
forum was the final program in a weeklong
series of NAACP-Howard Chapter events.
Prince Jones was shot and killed in September 2000 by undercover Prince Georges
County police officer Carlton Jones after he
rammed the officers· car because he was
being tailed. police said. PG County Pros•
ecutors later ruled Carlton Jones·s actions
were justifiable. The two were not related.
The decision led to protest from family

Tips on Fighti ng Raci al Pr ofiling
- If you ever feel thal your righl< arc being viola1ed ask 10 have an official response to
your case. and ask the officer "why you arc slopping me?"
-Any good officer should immedia1ely let you know why lhey arc stopping you.
-An officer can ask you 10 search your car bul you don't have 10 allow them lo for a regular 1raffic violation ond 1hey also need a search wan-ant 10 search your trunk or any other
compartment on your cnr.

- When an officer i< following you in an unmarked vehicle, they arc supposed 10 eilher be
in a uniform or show you some type of 10 so 1ha1 you know Ibey arc really wilh 1he
police.
Source: Police Brutality speakers

members and Howard students.
The officers said negative media rcpons
added to the tension between police and citizens. "The media is very powerful. and
you never know what is printed in the
paper because there are two sides 10 every
sfory." Reese said. "l can't reallycommcnl
on the case of Jones though because you
only really know what it is 1hat you see in
the media."
"People often fail 10 see that 1he officer
in that case (Jones) has a family," said
Frank Simms from 1he DC's third precincl

"There were two tragedies that night, we
don't really know what went on. But every
officer is held accountable for what he
does and he ha~ to look in the mirror a.nd
ask himself if what he did was right or
wrong."
The five officers. who are African-Amer•
ican, were able to speak candidly about
1heir experiences as police officers and
how they too have been victims of racial
profiling as well.
··1 had stopped once to speak 10 some people I knew, and some of the officers

I worked with who didn't know it was me,
came and pulled me over." said Antony
Greene from the seventh precinct. "I basically had to let the people I work with
know, if you are out there doing that (racial
profiling). you need to stop because that
violates people's rights and that's why there
is so much hostility between the police aod
the community."
To help keep 1he issue of police brutality
at a minimum in his depanment Reese
gives this advice to his officers. "I tell my
officers to treat everyone they encounter as
if you would want your own family treated. If you can do that, a scene might not
arise. I tell my new recruits to do that and
nine out of ten time you will be all right,"
he said.
The NAACP Membership committee,
which organized this event. said that police
brutality and profiling needed to be brought
to lighl for students.
'The relationship between the police and
the community is a real concern," said
Lavonda Willis. a junior legal communications major and NAACP membership
committee chair... Since we are a civic
based group we thought that this was something that needed to be discussed.''

Politically Incorrect Set to Air
,

The first of the last four Howard Universi1y episodes of
"Politically Incorrect with Bill Maher" taped at Cramton
Auditorium during the week of Feb. 5-9 are set to air tonight
12:30 a.m. on ABC channel 7. Guesl on tonight's show
include Emmy Award-winner and Alumna Lynn Whitfield,
President H. Patrick Swygen. attorney Darlene Kennedy and
MTV-VJ Bill Bellamy.
Here's the rundown on the remaining three shows:

"I feel as though they haven't done
enough. I've seen the same thing
every year. We're at a black school
and were taking it for granted."
- Joe Sealey,
Junior, Computer Science Major

Wednesday, Feb. 21:
Comedian Tommy Davidson, Rep. Harold Ford Jr.,
Olympic Gold Medalist Jackie Joyner-Kersee. and GOP
Deputy Press Secretary Cherylyn Harley.
Thursda), Feb. 22:
Comedienne Mo'Nique. MTV-VJ and Alumna Ananda
Lewis. Musician Herbie Hancock, and GOP Spokesperson
Horace Cooper.
Friday, Feb. 23:
Talk show host Queen Latifah, NBA All-star and Commentator Charles Barkley, John Salley of BET Tonight, and Martin Lulher King, 111.
Pho<o by Ja.soo T. Smilh

University Pays Homage To
Cramton Director
The Howard Community gathered Sunday al Cramton to
pay tribu1e to Ralph T. Dines, former managing director of
Cramton Auditorium.
Dines served Howard and the ans communities for more
than 30 years during his employment at Howard University.

Rite Aid/United Negro College
Fund Offering
$25,000 Scholarships

"I think Howard should have
some type of Yard Fest every
weekend in February funded by
both the students and the faculty."
Whitney Caldwell,
Sophomore,
Graphic Design Major

In an effon to encourage more pharmacy students to
become more retail pharmacist. Rite Aid drugstores in pan•
nership with the United Negro College Fund is offering col•
lege scholarships to studenis interested in pursuing a career in
phannacy.
The Rite Aid/UNCF Retail Pharmacy Scholars Program.
which began in 1999, offers a total of 25,000 in scholarships
annually to pharmacy students attending Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCU's). Scholarships of up to
2.500 per studen1 are awarded to those who qualify.
Scholarship applications will available in mid-February
through the financial aid office at Howard University. Stuning in late February. application will also be available at the
pharmacy counter of area Rite Aid stores. Students may also
print an official application at UNCF's website
www.uncf.org. Completed applications must be se□I directly
to UNCF and postmarked by April 30, 2001.

Campus Digest is a weekly col,111111 compiled by Clrris \Vi11dham. Semi submissions to the Hilltop via fax at (202) 8064758 or by e-mail at thehilltop@hotmail.com. arm: Digest.

New Sites taking Napster's Place
From Napster, Al

"We all must remember to celebrate the legacy of Howard, as
well as our ancestors. All siudcnts
should have an active role in
Black History Month because 'we
arc' llowarcl."
- Melissa Scott,
Senior, Finance Major
-CompUed b,v '111« Smith

Princeton University Professor Paul
Lansky, who currently teaches MUS 104:
When Music is Made. said he thinks the
ruling is a mistake.
"While I agree with the need to protect
the principal of copyright, the suppression of Napster will only be counter-productive since this son of sharing will continue with or without Napster." he said in
an e-mail.
"In my experience it expands your interest in music, and for meat least, has meant
buying more CDs." he added.
Lansky said Napster has given him a
wide range of flexibility in selecting examples for his classes.
'I think that ultimately the losers in this
affair will be the record companies,' he

Auhor bell hook.-.. lt'Ctured t1nd signed books in BlilC',k bum frida) anemoon.

Author bell hooks Denounces
Black Movie Portrayals
By S110LA AOEWUM I
Hilltop Staff Writer
Feminist author bell hooks spoke vividly against
the en1enainment indus1ry Friday saying blacks are
often portrayed as incompe1ent and inferior in Hollywood.
hooks, who made her remarks during a UGSA
sponsored forum in 1he Blackbum Gallery. said she
is in disagreemen1 with 1he industry when she sees
roles thal charac1erize black women as ··dumb." She
also denounced what she called a misconception that
women must do all and give all for her family and
her love ones. using the motto. "A good woman sacrifices every1hing for her family," from 1he movie
"Imitation of Lives" as an example.
She said she was disappointed with black actors
1ha1 took what she called embarrassing movie roles.
For example. hooks fingered actor Michael Clarke
Duncan ·s Oscar nominated performance in the 1999
movie 'The Green Mile" as discomfoning. In the
movie Duncan was a black prisoner that healed
white people and then wanted to die, hooks said. She
said movies like Green Mile could lead 10 the white
race believing the silly notion thal black men should
heal and serve them and later deserve to die.
··we (blacks) 1hink anything we do for money is
okay," hooks said.
She also discussed her ultimate theory of love.
"Love is profoundly political.'' she said as she read
a verse or two from her book "Salvation: Black People and Love.'' She weni on to say how imponant
it is to have love in one·s life. and without love. our
lives are wi1hout meaning. "Love is care. knowledge, responsibility. trus1, commitment , and
respect.'' she said.

said. 'They should
embrace Napster
rather than reject it.•
Even if the record
companies involved
in the lawsui t
against Napster do
succeed in shuning it down, it is unlikely
that this will prevent music lovers from
sharing files over the Internet.
There are numerous other file-sharing
services available. and many of them
would be more difficult to shut down
because they func1ion by directly connecting users, instead of running through
a central server like Napster. One of 1he
most notewonhy of these is Gnutella.
Jill Silverman .. an analys1 for the Lime
Group, which is building a Gnutella client
named Lime Wire -- said Gnutella can be

According 10 hooks. the messages we receive
from our families most of the time tend to be mix
messages. Someone's parents might praise one
today and tomorrow degrade one, which might lead
to confusion for the child because he or she does not
know which they really meant, she said. "The tele•
vision, family, etc. are great factors of the confusions
children have about love:· hooks said. Hooks added
that the emotional holding on of children from their
parents is not love bu1 just not letting 1hem grow up.
Hooks also touched on how black society and
females wrongfully classify a black man who is loving. caring. elc. to be gay and the roughneck as a
straight bro1her. She said females should demand
and desire for another type of man instead of the
ones who take total or majority control in relationships.
Born in Hopkinsville. Kentucky on September 25,
1952. bell hooks, nee Gloria Wntkins. has been critically conscious since childhood. She made her
"commitment to intellectual life in the segregated
black world of [her] childhood." and later pursued
a B.A. in 1973 from Stanford University. This led
to an M.A. in 1976 from the University of Wisconsin and a Ph.D. in 19S3 from 1he University of California. Santa Cruz.
Her love of English and language combined with
her rage toward 1he white supremist capimlist patriarchy led her to begin writing her first and arguably
her most famous book "Ain't 'I A Woman: Black
Women and Feminism" when she was 19 years old.
Although currently a scholar teacher. hooks continues to maintain 1hat intellectual work need not
come from academia, and that being in academia (as
she experienced at Stanford) is often an impediment
to true intellectual thought.

a grea1 altema1ive to Napster.
"Nol that we promote 1he sharing of
copyrighted material, for we certainly
don't.' she said in an e-mail. "but it is
imponant to note that the Gnutella network
is far less vulnerable to such attacks
because no central source ex.ists for files,
and thus no one to target or blame.'
Gnutella allows users to share not only
music files but other files as well. Jnfor•
mation is available al gnutella. wego.com.
Ano1her well-known source for onli ne
music is mp3.com. The site offers a.nists a

market for their music, allowing visitors to
download music mp3 files. which are 1hen
played from the user's hard drive. It also
allows them to stream audio files, which
enables the users to listen to the music
without having to download it or use up
hard drive space on their computers.
Listeners can also order CDs through the
Plea.st' &e Napsrer.A9

This is listing of the reports taken by Howard Campus Police from Feb. 12
through Feb. 18.

Date
2/12

2/13

2/14

2/15

2/16

2/ 17
2/18

A3
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Incident
Stuck Elevator
Two Flat tires
Theft
Unauthorized Entry
Theft I
Simple Assault
Burglary
HUH
Telephone threat
Slowe Hall
llthe and V
Destruction of Property
Biology
Open Doors
Mudd Building
Burglary 11
Damage Property
HUH
West Towers
Burglary II
Lost Property
Drew Ha11
Bun-Gym
Theft II
Drew Hall
Lost Property
Theft I
HUH
Fine Arts
Lost Property
Douglass Hall
Recovered Property
Slowe Hall
Theft from Auto
Biology
Threats to do bodily
harm
Drew Hall
Burglary II
Sick Transport
Student Health
Assault with deadly
HUH
weapon.
HUH
Robbery
Blackburn Cafe
Unauthorized Entry
Drew Hall
Illegal Substance
East Towers
Burglary II
East Towers
Sick Transport
Adm. Bldg
Security Breach
Blackburn Center
Security Breach
Carver Hall
Lost Property
Blackburn Center
Injured Property
Location
Meridian
West Towers
HUH
HUH
HUH
Blackburn

The Police Report is a weekly feature detailing the reports taken by the Campus Police and is provided as a public service to the Howard University community. Compiled by Campus Editor Christopher Windham.

Does Howard Do Enough to
Celebrate Black ~istory?
By KERll\'•ANN l<AM EISII
H M lll,TON

H.ilhop Siaff Wri1er
With just eight days 10 go before the
curta in d rops on Black History
month. mixed views are swirling on
campus by both facuhy and students
as 10 whether Howard adequately
celebrates the legacy of black history.
''There should be a University wide
policy as it relates lo Black history
month," said Selwyn Carring1on. a
professor of history. He suggested
that ouhtanding blacks should be
brought on campus to speak 10 srudents dealing wi1h i,sues affecting 1hc
black community.
Students agree. Moya Mendes. a
sophomore his1ory major said 1ha1
remembering our hislory is very
importanl. " It cannot be overemphasized the importance of recounting
our history, as it acts as a direc1ive for
lhe fumre."
But according 101errance Samuels,
acting direc1or of s1uden1 activi1ics.

every monlh is Black Hislory Mon1h
al Howard. "February is desig11a1cd
as Black History Momh. and a, such.
the vnrious club, and organizations
are sponsoring several programs on
campus," he said.
Howard University S1uden1 Association President Sellano Simmons
supponed the no1ion 1ha1 black history is celebraled year-round a1 the
Mecca. Nevertheless. Simmons feels
1ha1more should be done.
"As a parl of our platform to organize, redefine, enhance. and main•
1ain, celebra1ions such as Black History fal l under our enhancement
plans:· he said. Simmons feels lhal
panel discussions wi1h some of our
ialented facuhy members such as.
Eustace Br.iithwaithe. au1hor of "To
Sir wilh Love;• would be an inspiration 10 Mudenls.
Some of the dorms have been diving in lhe Black History spri1.
The Bethune Annex Dormitory had
their Black History Momh display in
the upper lobby. The walls of the
lobby were decorated with pictures of

omsrnnding blacks. !ri mmed with
red. black. and green borders. Some
of the historical figures on display
were Jackie Robinson. Booker T.
Washington. Bessie Smith, and Rosa
Parks. to name a few.
Graduate Assis1an1 Keisha Agard. a
first-year graduate student a1 the
School of Divini ty. spearheaded
Betlmne·s Black H.i5tory Month commiuee. "So oflen African Americans
are portrayed in the media in a nega1ivc ligh1. so why 1101 display ourselves in a positive lightT Agard
said.
Even though 1hcrc are only cigh1
d:1ys left, black history celebra1ions
are still in full swing. On Monday.
Feb. 26. Spike Lee·s "Bamboozled··
will be shown ai Cramton Auditorium. On Tuesday. Feb. 27. there will
be a panel discussion on "Blacks in
1hc Media." Feb. 28 will be the grand
finale: a Tribu1e lo Spike Lee, hosted by the School of Communications. HUSA, and UGSA.

Kinney Addresses Chapel Congregation
By DERRICK K. N,wo
Hill1op Staff Wri1er
he weekly Sunday Chapel
services were held in Blackburn Cemer Forum this past
Sunday. The invited pastor increased
the aes1he1ic of the makeshift Chapel
wi1h his though1-pro,'Oking sermon.
Giving descrip1ions of sub-atomic par1icles. planels, and galax ies.
Dr. John W. Kinney, clean of theology a1 Virginia Union University.
fused science and religion in order to
enligh1en and 1each 1he large group of
lis1cners.
··Everything is in motion." said Kin,
ney. ''The Solar System. the Milky
Way; everything is in motion:·
With his voice booming through
the room. Kinney exclaimed his argu-

T

menl about 1hose who desire 1he particularities of 01hers.
''God deals with what you·re going
through. when you·re going through
ii. Thal is why you don·1 pray for what
someone else has. because tha1 person is not you:· he said.
Also in anendance was 1he visiling
Boston Universi1y Inner Strength
Gospel Choir, which performed a
modern vc"ion of•'Ama;.ing Grace:·
Howard's choir sang "Rock in
Jerusalem·· wi1h adanee performance
by Jane Bernoudy. from 1he Andrew
Rankin Memorial Chapel Dance
Ministry.
In celebration of Black History
Month. a his1orical commentary wru.
read about Patricia Roberts Harris.
1he first African American woman lo
chair lhe Credenlials Comminee al

1he Democratic Na1ional Conven1ion
in 1964. among many other accomplishments.
Chapel proceeded well de,pite the
ahered look of the service·s selling.
and many individuals said !hey could
relate lo Kinney's message.
"I found the pastor 10 be very mo1iva1i ng;· said freshman Harold
Eichelberger. ··He made me reflec1 on
how far God ha, ia~en me."
Dr. John W. Kinney received his
undergraduate and graduaie degree,
from Marshall University. He was
awarded a Ph .D. in 1979 from
Colombia University Union Theologica l Seminary in New York.
Ebenezer Baptist Church, in Beaverdam. Virginia. has 1he luxury of his
preaching that has created grow1h
within the church community.

Wow1'hat You've Got/+•••

Asthma Volunteers
Needed for
NIH Research Study

Get it Again!

The Pulmonary-Critical
Care Medicine Branch
at the National Institutes
of Health is looking for
individuals with asthma
between the ages of 1 865 to participate in a 3 to
4 day research study.
A
thorough medical evaluation and monetary compensation will be provided_ If interested, please
c all (301) 402-1553.

1h e Hi((to p
Wot a Weel<(v Anvl\,ore.
The Hilltop is now one of the Nation's most frequently published HBCU
newspapers. The Howard University community can enjoy news and notes
from campus and the Global community every Tuesday and Friday.
We're trying hard to bri11g more ofyour news/() you!
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NEWS
One Month Out of
Office and Clinton
Debate Continues
By CHANEi, Vi-;s·1,,1,
News Edi1or
Afler leaving office a monlh ago
1oday. Clinton controversies sti ll
cover lhc news. Clinton has been
accused of Mealing furniture from
the While House. vandalizing Air
Force One. and pardoning fugitive
Marc Rich in exchange for campaign funds.
Clinton has also graced the front
pages of newspapers with his
recent decision to lease office

News Analysis
space in Harlem. Why is it that our
illuslrious ex-presiden1 con1inues
lo drum up news?
Amy Beckley, senior journalism
major, is a democrat who is
opposed to all of the unnecessary
Clinton coverage. "They [the
press] think that's what people
want to know, thal's none of our
business, it didn't affect 1he way he
ran the coun1ry." Beckley said.
On the brink of an economic
slowdown and in1ense problems in
the Middle Eas1. should the American people be so concerned with
the former president's ac1ions?
Nikki Wallace, junior marketing
major said "no.''
"Poli1ically. Clinton did a great
job in foreign policy and (addressing) the national deficit. bu1 I question his moraLi1y." she said.
Wallace feels tha1 there are more
imponan1 poli1ical issues thal need
to be addressed rather 1han Clinton's indecent behavior: "It's [1he
Clinton's administration] over and
done with. We should be focusing
on what is going on now."
Repeatedly Americans have seen
Clinton being ballered and abused
by his righl-wing adversaries.
Since Clin1on's nomination for
president in 1992, the American

New Black Panther Party Leader
By CHAN!!!, VESTAi,
News Editor
halid Abdul Muhammad,
died Saturday in Marietta,
Ga, according 10 the Associated Press. Abdul Muhammad was
hospitalized for brain hemorrhage
Thursday, according to the New York
Times.
h was not clear if his recent illness
was the cause of his dea1h.
"Minister and Dr. Khalid Abdul
Muhammad has made his transition
to the ancesiors." New Black Panther
Parry spokesman Malik Zulu
Shabazz said at a news conference
outside Wellstar Kennestone Hospital. where Muhammad had been
taken earlier in the week.
Fifty-three year-old Muhammad
was surrounded by his family and
eight party members wearing black
uniforms, combat boots and berets.
They chan1ed "Black Power!" and
"Long live Khalid Muhammad!'' at
his bedside.
"Our hear1s arc aching. We are
sad but at the same lime we are
happy because we know that his
place is secure," Shabazz said at a
press conference.
Muhammad led a "Million Youih
March" in New York City in 1998.
The rally. attended by abou1 6,000
people, ended in a clash between
police and marchers in which dozens
were injured.
The Black Pan1her Party also rallied at George W. Bush's lnaugura

K

public has heard about Bill's exlramarital affairs wi1h Jennifer Flowers and Monica Lewinski. the marijuana he didn'1 inhale. as well as
dodging the Vie1nam War draft.
Before the Bush administration
moved in. members of Clinton's
staff 100k their own personal "souvenirs" from the White House and
Air Force One and allegedly vandalized some rooms in the White
House. Reportedly. Clinton's staff
lefl some $40,000 worth of damages. One of the most prominent
ac1s of vandalism was removing
the W's from all of the keyboards
in the White House offices.
Clinton is now making headlines
for his pardon of Marc Rich, who
was convicted and sentenced to
prison for tax evasion in 1993.
Since Rich's conviction. his exwife, Denise, has donaled hundreds and thousands of dollars to
the Clinlons and the Democra1ic
Party.
According to the Washington
Post. Denise Rich dona1ed
$4.50,000 10 the Clinton Library,
SI 00.00010 Hillary Clinton's Senatorial campaign. and $1,000,000
to 1he Democratic Party. Denise
Rich even donated over $7,000
worth of furniture to the Clintons
in order 10 furnish the White
House.
William Jefferson Clinton
claimed 1hat Denise Rich's dona1ions had no bearing on his pardon
of Marc Rich. but, 1hat has ROI
s1opped Congress from investigating this mailer for possible
charges. In order for Bill Clinton
10 be prosecuted Congress has to
"demonstrate an inten1 or knowledge that the campaign con1ribu1ion is connec1ed to an official
ac1," Sianley Brand. elec1ion-law
attorney. said.

lion 10 protest and the disenfranchisement of black vo1ers in the 200 I

election.
James Muhammad, a spokesman
for 1he Na1ion of Islam and editor of
its The Final Call newspaper, said the
organization mourned Khalid
Muhammad and sent prayers 10 his
family and followers.
In 1981, Muhammad was named
one of Louis Farrakhan's top lieulenants in the Nation of Islam. He
served at Na1ionoflslam mosques in
New York and Atlan1a and in I 99 I
became Farrakhan's personal assistant. h was Fam1khan who gave him
the name Khalid (meaning warrior)
but he was born Harold Moore Jr. in
1948.
"We remember the good 1ha1
brother Khalid did in helping lhe
honorable Minis1er Louis Farrakhan
in the rebuilding of the Nation of
Islam," James Muhammad said to
the Washing1on Times. "May Allah
be pleased wi1h him. and we cal l on
those who follow him and benefited
from him 10 double the pace in the
s1ruggle for complete libera1ion of
black peop le in America and
1hroughou1 the world."
Members of the New Black Pan1her Party. who declare themselves
anti-capitalist believe in socialism
and nationalism among blacks. The
organiza1ion says i1 has 35 chap1ers
in cities such as Alian1a, Dallas, New
York. Philadelphia and Washing1on.
Muhammad is survived by his wife,
1hree sons and three sisters.
A funeral is set for February 24.
2001 at Mount Olive1 Church in
Harlem. Another memorial service
will be held la1er in Allanta. Shabazz
said.

I

Hie Photo
Khalid Abdul Muhammed. "ho chaired lhe New Black Panther Par'I), died
this wttkend. lie Ls ottn here at lhe "Stale of the Race" 1'1111) held

Possible Airline Strikes Could Interrupt Spring Break
Students Scramble to Shore Up Plans As Airlines Try to Reassure Passengers
By NtCOLf. H AUGE
Hilhop S1affWriter

File Photo

Fornier l'~ldcnt Bill Clinton is still a polilical large! for Republicans .-.en

lhoo~h he i< out orthe While House. He ls scc,n here at Rankin Memorial Chapel
in December.

last year.

Workers 1hreatening to strike at the
four major airlines have some riders
worried about upcoming vacation
plans.
"I'm mad my plans might change
from a trip to Mexico 10 a trip up
Georgia A venue," said Tiffany Trice,
a junior biology major. Like most Stu•
denlS, Trice and her friends have been
planning an elabora1e trip for 1he
upcoming spring break vacation.
Their plans, which included a fligh1
out of D.C. lo Cancun on Delta airlines, are now in jeopardy as news of
a possible strike circulates.
A s1rike could not on ly affect
Tiffany and her friends but the summer vacation plans of 1housands of
lravelers. Workers at the nation's
four largest airlines strike over contract negotia1ions.
Within the next few months, American Airlines will have 10 settle with
its flight attendan1s, Delta with ilS
pilolS, and United and Northwest with
their mechanics. Without some form

"My plans might change from a trip to
Mexico to a trip up Georgia Avenue"
-Tiffany Trice, ju11ior biology major

of agreement, one or more strikes
from the spring break season could
linger into summer.
This would funher disrupt airline
!ravel at a 1ime when cus1omer satisfac1ion is already extremely low and
delayed flights are all too common.
According to a representative at
Northwesl Airlines a 90-day extension
for the talks between lhe Airline executives and the mechanics. lfa strike
were to occur, the Detroit-based airline will book you on 1he next available fligh1 on another airline. Nonhwesl Airlines assures cus1omers that it
is safe to book a flight.
According to Pam Jansen of Delta

Airlines there is "no! a strike at this
time" and all of the rumors gencra1ed
by the press are "not true" said Jensen.
Aware 1ha1 these four major airlines
carry more than two-1hi.rds of the 588
million domestic passengers who !ravel on U.S. airlines annually, the suggeslion of a slrike has a11rac1ed atten1ion from the White House.
Accord ing 10 1he Los Angeles
Times, The federal government has
in1ervened 10 prevenl airline strikes
during 1he biggest touris1 seasons,
spring break and summer. The White
House was moni1oring negoliations
between 1hc airlines and their labor
unions.

"I am worried about strike, al airlines, I think tha1 1hcy could have a
ham1ful effecl on our economy. and I
would urge that 1he panies to senle
their disputes," U.S. President George
W. Bush told reponers in the suburban Washing1on town of McLean,
Virginia.
White House spokesman Ari Fleischer said: "We are keeping aware and
abrcas1 of the devclopmenis in the
negolia1ions and there are a series of
processes thai can lake place that have
yet to be triggered, may nol need to be
triggered if the nego1ia1ions are successful."
Determined to avoid a repeal of
1966, when workers al five major carriers went on strike dt Ilic same time,
successfully shuning down commercial air travel in 1he Uni1ed States,
Presiden! Bush said he would "explore
all options" if airlines and workers are
unable 10 settle differences. Those
who plan on nying home or to an exotic vaca1ion spot for Spring break
should ask check the refund policy on
their plane ticke1s and call customer
service for their respective airlines.

Mexican Factory Strike Tests WRC's Procedures
By MYRA MCGRIFF
The Observer (U. Notre Dame)
(U-WIRE) SOUTH BEND, Ind.
- The Workers· Rights Commission had i1s firs1 chance lo test its procedures for pro1ec1ing workers' righls
when factory worl:ers in Mexico
went on strike.
On Jan. 9, 700 lo 800 workers at the
Kukdong factory in Atlixco, Mexico,
went on a work stoppage to pro1es1
1he management's violation of 1heir
righ1s to unionize. Wi1h a newly
established working board, the WRC
was able 10 react 10 1he situation.
"We sent a small delegation to

inves1iga1e on Jan. 23 afler receiving
a complaint from fac1ory workers.
When we got there we were the only
moni1ors there at the lime," said
Marikah Mancina.
Mancina, a Purdue student and
member of United Students Against
Sweatshops (USAS). accompanied
the WRC on a trip to 1he Kukdong
factory 10 verify the workers· complainls. Working along with Cereal,
a non-governmental organization in
Mexico, the WRC was able 10 verify
1he complainis of the workers.
"Workers were not being paid a
minimum wage. they were abused
physically, and they were served raw

meat and food with worms," said
Mancina.
Although 01her monitoring organizations. like the Fair Labor Association (FLA), visited 10 1he Kukdong
factory. the WRC was the first to
publish a preliminary report. The
Jan. 24 report was released not only
to the colleges on 1beir register including Saint Mary's - bm also 10
the public.
The repon outlined the code of conduct violations in the factory and
suggested actions for universities to
lake if their apparel was produced in
the Kukdong fac1ory. The WRC recommended universi1ies write a letter

to Nike urging the factory to reinstate
the strikers and let them fairly union•
ize. The WRC hopes that if a large
college endorser sends a leuer to
Nike, 1he company will mee1 lhe
workers' demands.
Universi1y of Noire Dame Associate Vice Presiden1 and Counsel Bill
Hoye said both the WRC and 1he
FLA have been in contact and 10Jd
him none of the college's apparel is
being produced in 1he Kukdong factory. Notre Dame did nol and will no1
write a letter 10 Nike encouraging ii
to reinstate the striking workers, as
suggested by the WRC.
"We are working as a member of

the FLA and the FLA is taking
action. Bui also our code of conduct
does no1 apply 10 the Kukdong incidenl," Hoye said.
Afler reading lhe report, the University of Michigan, one of Nike's top
college endorsers wro1e to Nike.
"The presiden1 of U of M wrote a
lener 10 Nike saying 1ha1 Nike violated its code of conduct and Nike
should ensure a safe re1urn for all the
workers 10 !heir jobs and a fair union
election," said University of Michigan student and WRC member Pe1er
Romer-Friedman.
Although most workers have been
on a work stoppage for 1he past four

weeks and an agreement between
factory management and workers
has yet 10 be reached, students are
pleased with 1he action of the WRC.
They feel lhe WRC 100k immediate,
progressive action to secure workers righ1s and get lhem back on 1he
line,
"The FLA is still gathering information before pulling these workers
back on the line while the WRC is
saying these are the findings and
this is what needs to happen. These
workers need 10 go back to work and
1ha1 is what the WRC is trying 10
insure," said Maureen Capillo of
Peace Makers.
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Childhood:
A Discovery
By JOHNNY JONES
As I rode in my father's Ford truck. 1 took a
trip to rhe house where I'd spent more years
of my life than anywhere els~n a small
dead-end streer stood now a small boarded-up
house. This house was at 7555 Raven Drive
in Mobile, Alabama. This is where I spent
most of my childhood.
From age three to I I. I grew up in rhis
house. which seemed even smaller now that 1
didn't live in it anymore. After going into a
sense of exile in New Orleans at the age of 13.
I never went back to rhis house again: I never
passed through this neighborhood again: I
never saw my childhood friends again; I never
saw my childhood again. As I parked the
truck and sat there in the filthy and unkempt
drivewa)', the memories that had almost
escaped my mind quickly returned and sent
ambivalenl feelings through my body.
I looked through the rearview window of the
rruck, and I could vividly see my seven-yearold sister, CC. father and I playing in the
street. It was the day after Christmas and I had
just gouen my first bike when I was five. I rode
up and down the block. I attempted 10 turn
and slipped in some mud. causing me to land
on my forehead. 1don't know if it was instinct
that allowed my mother 10 know I was hurt,
bur as CC and Pops srood around laughing at
me. my mother ran from the house and took
care of my bloodied head and wiped the rears
from my big eyes. Although my feelings were
hurl from their laughter. 1 now can laugh
about the situation with all of them.
A day before I made th.is trip. I probably
would have never remembered rhe names of
the kids I grew up with. However. as I passed
their houses. which have plywood in 1he win•
dows as well. I remember 1heir names and 1he
many games we played in the fields that separated our homes.
My first friend was Broderick. who lived
across 1he street from me. Because I was only
five when Broderick moved into the neighborhood. we were almost forced to be
friends- we were 100 young to go anywhere
else by ourselves to make friends, so we found
each other. The funny thing aboul our friendship was that we didn't like each 01her too
much, and we'd always fight. especially if his
ghetto cousins were at h.is house. I was so glad
when Jason and Hoogie (you always have to
have someone in the neighborhood wi1h a
funny nickname) moved inl0 the neighborhood.
Jason and Hoogie were my best friends
because they always included me in whatever they were doing. They were 1rue friends.
unlike Broderick. who was a friend of circumstance. Looking at 1he fields that surrounded this dilapidated area. I could see us
running through the s1ree1s playing freeze
tag, hide-and-go-seek. and shooring marbles
along wi1h an array of other poor-people's
games. In 1he field across rhe street. I see us
playing football and both Jason and Hoogie
hanging around my ankles as they auempted
to tackle me-I wa, a fat kid. 1loved the limes
we played together. but, like all things, these
times carne to an end.

Our family moved from 7555 Ra\'en Drive
when I was 11. and I never saw any of those
kids again. For some odd reason. I slowly
pushed these memories from my mind. Maybe
remembering would make me miss the good
times. especially since I never again lived in
a neighborhood where I had 1rue friends like
1did on Raven Drive. Maybe because my fumily was never really stable .igain and remembering the good times of my childhood would
also cause me 10 recall the bad rimes that I
want to remain buried in my memory.
Now 1hat I'm an adult and a college student,
I have become preoccupied with "adult
issues." Before 1he drama that came with adolescence and adullhood. there was childhood.
Before bn,ers. there were Superman underr<x>S. Before semor proms, there were elementary sock hops. Before research papers,
there were spelling tests. Our childhood was
a much simpler time. When I initially arrived
at my old house, 1was sad. thinking about how
life used to be so stress-free. As I starred the
truck, however. and began to conlinue my
journey, I realized that I had rediscovered a
simple happiness that I had almost allowed to
slip away. I know now that whenever it seems
as if the stress of everyday life overwr1elms
me. 1 can remember the good rimes of my
childhood and revel in 1hem. allowing me to
take everyday life less seriously.
Jolr1111y Jone, is " sophomore from New
Orleans. Louisiana. He ca11 be co11tacred ar
rlrelri/lrop@lro1111C1il.com.
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By $1t0LA AoEWUMl
Hilltop Staff Writer
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African-American history was told
all over through arr work. Writer and
talented artist Kay Brown di~played
her wonderful collections of African
and African-American artists, showing how African ancestors influenced
the Ii ,•es of black people and how the
Black Arts Movement of the 1960s
and I970s started.
This educational event took place at
1he Southeast Branch Library where
Brown gave an unforgettable lecture
abou1 some of the black artists. who
conveyed their messages 1hrough their
works.
BAi"1!. the Black Power Movement,
which started in 1965 in Harlem but
unfortunately on ly lasted for two
decades. was the cultural wing of this
black movement. As a re,ult of this,
the Black Power sign was es1abli,hed
wi1h its colors of red. black. and green
and became a symbol of Black independence.

Brown has been a resident of Wash·
ington. D.C .. for more than 14 years.
She was the second and last woman
to be accepted into 1he "Brotherhood,"
an all black males group. After
becoming a member. she tried 10 bring
in other women. but they were rejected.
Brown said that through the Brotherhood she has learned that the idea
of chivalry in America often conflicts
with African practices. "I still find ii
very difficult to abide by that because
1have been with the Brotherhood and
1 am used 10 the idea of our people in
Africa where the men lead into any
room to protect his woman from any
danger," Brown said on her feelings
about men opening: doors for women.
Charles White. a graphic artist in the
40s and 50s was very innuential.
because his works represented everyday black people in American society.
the unity black people shared and
them teaching each orher how to
become independent.
Pita.st Set ucrurt. A9

(Clockwise) Larry Neal, Nikki Oio"anni. Manin X and 1wu Other , ymboh were antral to 1hc 1hcn'k: of au1hor K~l}'
Brov,m·~ discu,,ion of BAM!. the Blad. Arl\ MO\'CmCnl of !he 6(), ;rnd 70:-..

EXHIBITS

Union Station Pays Tribute to Black Pioneers of Basketball
Globetrolters and the Philadelphia Tribunes.
Sponsored by the Basketball Hall of Fame.
the MCI National Sports Gallery and the
Standing on the cold. brown-and-white Wa.~hington Mystics in honor of Black Hismarble among the hustle and bustle of 10ry Month. 1he "Freedom to Play" features
Union Starion. Tom Coleman bows slighl· rare photographs and one-of-a-kind ar1ily and calmly poin1s his finger to the large fac1s spanning from I900 to the 1960s of
black-and-while portrai1 of a I950s college pioneers like William Pop Gares. Clarence
"Big House" Gaines and Bill Jones. Details
baskelball team.
"I remember this Tonnes,ee teen:· Cole- are exhibited on the life and career of Harry
man ,ay,. Allhough he grapples in vain 10 Buck Lew. the firs1 African-American 10
recall the player's name. Coleman of play profes,ionally. He successfully broke
Columbia. Md .. clearly remembers meeting basketball's color barrier, pa\'ing lhe way for
the young player. who in 1957. came to play some of today's NBA ,tars.
"What interem me first is seeing people
in the 1957 National Asso.:iarion of Intercollegiate Athle1ics (NAIA) Championship. who ·ve made an impac1 on the black com•
This was the game in which Tonnessee State muni1y through sports." Coleman said of the
University. under Coach John Mclendon. achievements of blacks on the basketball
became the first black college to win a court. Coleman recal Is when he was grow•
ing up, spectators would not even go to see
national title against a white school.
TI1e Tennessee Stmc University display is a black ream play. so i1 was rare to see more
an integral part of "Freedom to Play: The than one or two black players on a baskelLife and Times of Basketball's African ball ream.
"Now when you turn on the TV. we're on
American Pioneers" 1hat chronicles the
every
team," he said.
African-American role in the developmenl
In
addition
to the early basketball phoof basketball in the 20'" century on the coltographs
and
memorabilia, "Freedom 10
lege.. professional and brainstorming levels.
Play"
features
framed. black-and-whi te
According to the exhibition, which was
pictures.
comributed
by the MCI National
unvciletl tw<, weeks ago in Union Station.
Sports
Gallery.
of
neighborhood
basketball
when basketball was invented in 1891. like
courts
1hroughou1
the
United
States
in 1he
many other facets of society after the Civil
l.uel990s.
Highlighted
in
the
display
is a
War. it and other sports were largely ,egre•
picture
of
adolescent
children
playing
on
gated. This prevalent segregation and the
the
very
same
Anderson
Park
court
on
lack of organized Black leagues. led 10 1he
which
NBA
All
-Star
Allen
Iverson
grew
up
founding in 1he J930s of independent teams
playing
on
in
Newport
News.
Va.
Also
like the New York Renaissance, Harlem
fearured is the popular Cloverdale Park
By Gti',GER SKl1' ';t:R
Engage· Editor

WHITE COLLEGES
Blacks Join In
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An onlooker fb.edly reads ahoul lhe hi.)lor~ or blnc:k ba,kC'thall teams in Union Shltion\ t~hibil.
•·Freedom to Play," on displa) throuith Februar) 2S.

court in Baltimore. Md., which produced
NBA stars Sam Cassell. Mugsy Bogues
and rhe late Reggie Lewis.
Intensely surveying a ,egment of the
exhibil, Mike Kcrrine expresses pride in
the contributions of African American, in
sports. "I am very proud of the tradition
of African Americans who have struggled
through hardships to achieve excellence:·
Kerrine said. "I only wish there were more
occasions for this informa1ion to be dis•
seminated, but I hope people will take
advantage of it."
Orher spectators like D. Rambo. agree
1h,11 rhe exhibit should not be a fea1ure 1ha1
is limited for di,play only throughout the

month of February. "This is something
1ha1 should be spread out 1hroughout the
year. not just during Black Hisrory month."
Rambo said.
"Freedom to Play" will be on display
through Feb. 25 in the West Wing of Union
Station. A spokesperson for Union Station
expressed that the exhibit has been well
received by viewers and encourages the
public 10 reflect upon the contributions of
African Americans by attending fulure
events. For more information on lhe "Freedom 10 Play" exhibit and other Black History Month events at Union Station. visit
www.unions1ationdc.com.

Archives Presents Slaves' Contributions to the White House, Capitol
By 00NITRA CLE~IONS
Hilltop Staff writer
A promissory nore in the Na1ional
Archives and Records Administration at
700 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W.• 1ells rhe
story. "Negro Dick at the capi1ol, from the
1st April to 1'1 July 1795. 3 months. at 5
Dollars P<'r month.''
Unforrunately. Dick didn't even get the $5;
it went to his master. But his contribution
to building the nation's cenrers of powerthe Capitol and the White House - are on
display in the Rotunda for the rest of 1his
month.
Also on di,play, is a wage roll 1hat lists the
names of five black carpenters: Tom, Pe1er,
Ben. Harry. and Daniel. No last names. but
three of them were sla\'es to the architect.
James Hoban, who probably used the car•
penters on other monumen1s of power in the
District. Initially, the slaves "ere only sup•
posed to clear the land for European and
American laborers to build the landmarks.
"In 1791, Pierre L'Enfanr. who planned
1he City of Washington. leased African•

American slaves from their masters to
clear the sites for the Presidents House and
the Capitol." reads the caprion in the display case. Af1er the hmd was cleared. the
city of Washington's board of commissioners failed in their attempts to find as
many European and American workers to
build the historic structures a, needed,
and they looked to the hands of African •
slaves for help.
1'he story, one of many, illustrates how
America was literally built on the backs of
African slaves. And. as relics of their work
sit in the shadows of the Declaration of
1ndependence. the Constitution. the Bill of
Rights, and the Magna Carta, their significance fails to be recognized.
Though 1he records will only be presented for a month, African Americans are not
in a hurry to observe !heir value. Accord•
ing to museum officials. an increase in
African-American visitors has not
occurred. Sixteen-year• olu. Byron West•
brook, an African- American from Fort
Washington. Md .. walked around the entire
exhibit and neglected 10 see 1he case con-

taining the two documents thm provide
evidence of African-American slaves· contributions to Washing1on buildings.
"I didn't know about Blacks building 1he
Capitol or the White House. I did11'1 see 1he
documents," he said.
Meanwhile. Eric Lee. an Asian 17-yearold from Allcnrown. Pa .. already knew
about the structures being built by slaves.
However. seeing rhe documents had no
emotional bearing on him.
"I learned about it in school. but ir doesn't
really feel any different to see ii in person."
Lee said.
Several observers were emotionally
stirred by viewing the remnants of slavery
in person. Micheal Simpson. a cashier at
the Archives gift shop, was one of those
people.
"l actually already knew thar everything
back in those days was accomplished
because of us. We did everything. I fell it
was about time rhey showcased our documents and gave us some recognition.'' said
rhe Southeast O.C. na1ive.
John G. came from Wisconsin to see

national rreasures. such as the ones contained in the National Archives. G.. who is
a white man, was very moved by lhe exhibit.
"It definitely makes a difference for me
to see rhe documents for myself.'' he said.
"The hair,,, standing up on the back of my
neck," John G. said. "I had tears in my
eyes. I didn't know slaves worked to build
the Capi1ol and the White House, and it
sickens me. It sickens me that they weren't
paid. How could we treat people like
dogs?"
Although the National Archives and
Records Administration will only be displaying the two records u111il the end of
February. in honor of Black History month,
Washing1onians. do not have to Iimit themselves to 28 days of edification. The
National Archives is open )'ear-round and
contains various documents that can aid in
every1hing from enriching kJ1owledge of
the past. 10 researching family history.
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The Case of the Missing ''Ex ''
nd there she is as smooth as your first
pair of Jordan's. I say Jordan's
because they come at such a high
price. And when you do get them you are "the
man" because not everybody can get that exact
pair. Anybody can get Jordan's but some are
ugly. while others are not in your size, but these
couldn't be more perfect.
You have been watching her for a while but
never really had the chance or courage 10 make
that move. And like Common said, 'asking her
name wasn't the way to approach her. See, she
had game, she needed me to coach her."
ln short, she sweeps you off your feet, and as
one freshman male put it: "If heaven had a face,
it would be her."
You know that if you could just get her digits
it would be all graaaaavy. So when you finally get the courage 10 talk to her, you think your
approach through. trying 10 be as smooth as
Lorenz Tote in "Love Jones.'' But it comes out

A

him. and what do you get? A phone call here
and there and a few le11ers in the mail.
You may even get e-mails that end in XOXO
(hugs and kisses for all my computer illiterate
people out there). and the anticipation of the
next vacation or four-day weekend 10 go home
and spend those precious moments with him.
Sounds like a healthy relationship, huh?
But did you ever think for a moment of all the
men you are turning down? Or of all the missed
opportunities to meet people with interesting
personalities? College is a once-in-a-lifetime
1hing and. may I add. long distance relationships rarely work at this age. School is hard
enough as is. so why stress yourself out even
more?
No. Instead, you chose 10 torture yourself by
listening to each and every song that reminds
you of him. Instead, you choose to spend bun•
deeds of dateless weekends. wondering if you
are doing the right thing. But of course you are.

all wrong and you get the typical Howard University female stare that reads: 'Oh No He Didn't." Or maybe she' ll give you that ' I got a
boyfriend' bit, or even a blunt ' No.• Those hurt
worse.
As you carefully pick your face up and walk
away, you think 10 yourself,"Oh well, her loss.'
But what many freshmen Howard males don't
know is that they are competing with an unseen,
untouchable force: the unrelenting, unyielding
ex-boyfriend. He is the old high school sweet•
heart or prom date who just won't go away.
Yeah, ladies, it's nice and all 10 have one of
those but you're in college now it's time 10 grow
up and move on. Such harsh words yes. but
don't frown your face now ladies.
What good is he? You have gone through multiple break ups. He may have even cheated.
Then add on the fact that he lives a million
miles away. I know. but you're "in love" right?
And he seems like Mr. Right. So you stick with

POETRY CORNER
Guiding Fate
My lady of the Night
Can you blame me for trying
10 fight?
This premature sensation
Consumed by chaos
Lost trying 10 find some time
In my search for a dime
I can't think but to drink of
your
Sweet wine
Damn your fine
Naw, that's not my style

I wish I could chill for a little
while.
Can I caress every inch of
your body?
Creating orgasmic sensations
beyond contemplation
Absent my touch
May I purge the depths of your
soul
So I can play the role of tender
to your spirit
I don't know if you've noticed
But I'm not just any cat
I look for more than thighs
aod back

When God formed the ear1h,
he dropped pieces of the nigh1

sky ...
Beau1iful, elherenl. surreal, and smoo1h
He used his hands 10 crea1e you
Molded through 1ime and Hardened m life
Damn your beauty is my sirife
Haunled Day and Nigh1 .... I wanl him
At 1he poin11hat a hug begins ...
Your touch makes 1he beat of my heart end
Midnight eyes recreate my soul from
Woman 10 child
So far from whole... ,

Josef Sawyer a Jres/1111011 from Ellicou City.
Mary/a11d. He carr be reached at
Slteikhb/ack@aol.com.

F eb . 20 - 26, 200 1
Pi.sees
A rough week filled with
giving selflessly has taken
its toll. For now, take comfort in the company of family and friends. In the future,
know that there's only so
much you can do.

Aries
It may be hard 10 believe.
but everything can't happen
all at once. Be patient and
prioritize. You could make
incredible th.ings happen if
you refuse 10 spread yourself too thin.

to submit poetry e-mail Ginger at lhehilllop@hotmail.com

Although.
None of which you lack
Can I move 10 your rhythm?
Full of si lent drums which lift
the slums
Of my egotistical perplexities.
Sometimes I wonder if you
think of me
If my name echoes through
your mind
I wonder if you know a brotha
like me is hard 10 find
I know you got a man
And I'm not part of your plan
But nothing is guaranteed

Just Friends
Caught between a rock and a hard place ...
All I wan110 be is opposite his face
Wan1ing all his 1ime and to be
the wind that 10uches his skin
Haunled day and nigh1... I want him

you "love him."
So, last Wednesday you purchased your phone
card and shipped off your Valentine's present
to him. You may have received a gift from him.
But no Valentine's Day is fitting without seeing the one you care about face to face. From
the outside you felt like you did the right thing.
But inside you are lonely and miserable.
Next time. think twice before telling that
debonair young man from your Intro class whose excuse for approaching you is that he is
terrible in this subject and wants to study 'No," or 'I'm sorry, I have a boyfriend." And
to all you bag ladies out there. as the song says
"let it go.'

I wan1 you like Sa1an wan1s redemption
The accused a fair trial ...
A black man in search of justice
Al 1his poinl I'll seule for your hand in mine
I can·1 write 1his off as simply a crush
It's a longing for your soul
embellished wi1h lus1
Can I he 1he highest bidder in 1he
auction of your heart. Mr. Mas1erpicce ..,?
Mona Lisa's arche1ypc
Can I he the bono,n e)elid so !hat

intercourse with the top will course

through my body al second in1ervals?
Can I be a figmenl of your imagina1ion?
A minute in your mind

Can I transcend you from a simple poem'/
Will you personify 1his rhyme?
B follows A, as docs D of C

Sil next 10 me on the edge of
time
As you contemplate my little
rhymes
Knowing everything will
come in due time.
Awaiting inevitable manifestations.
-Shani OeGruy

Li1erary couple1s...Crea1e inquisition
can you couple wi1h me?
Line after line ... fusing. forming

cohesion last line ending wistfully
Damn. I'm wa1chin' you restlessly
And yeah I'm pressed but everyone has
a weak link
And broken ... l'm feenin' endlessly
But damn C\'Cryone is moving ...

My time end< abrup1ly
I watch you lca,c. ,.)'otfrc unaware of
th.: feelings intertwined in m)' longing stare
God blessed me when he blessed you.

Rainy Day
Sky gray
Coated,
Heavy damp
Smoke-thick clouds
World hugged by blanketing cotton
balls
Drifting
Gently resting
Shielding from hot sun-sabers
Glaring light
Above the woolen curtains draped
across horizon wide
Lies empty space
Vacuous hollow
But today nature snuggles us
Playful drizzle alights on skin
To tickle ears nose eyes and chin
All is still
For today the sun sleeps in.

and your casual glance
H:wnts and taunts me as my energy grows dim
I'm leaving. Haunted ... Day and Nigh1 ... I wanl

-Colin Flaveny

Taurus
As usual, your revolutionary ideas are being met with
opposition. Let people
around you know the full
extent of your plans. If you
still meet resistance, negoti•
ate.
Gemini
Something is pushing you
to move forward at unprecedented speeds. Slow down
and take the time to evaluate
your current course. To your
surprise, you may find
deception in the driver's
seat.

Cancer
Wha, may seem like fail•
ure is just success in the
making. Toke the time 10
relax wh.ile lelling your
actions fully manifest themselves. In time you will see
the fruits of your labor.
Leo
Why choose to be the
underdog? Before making
your plans public, seek aU
the resources and encouragement you can find. This
will make an out-of-range
goal more accessible.

him

Virgo

- Danielle George

What may seem like opposition is just a true misunderstanding of your objectives. If you let people in on
your secret projects. you
may receive some muchneeded assistance from the
most unlikely places.

Libra
Your advice could be very
useful to someone around
you. Be clear and careful
with your words. If you
choose them wisely. your
words could bring about
tremendous change.

®TOYOTA
CALL II START UP MONEY.

Scorpio

NeMl

TOYOT~S;\COLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN INCLUDES $500
TO GET YOU GOING!
There's sure to he a Toyota that's just right for you .....

And now there's a Toyota College Graduate Finance Program
that's just right, too. Here are some of the advantages:
• No Down Payment
• No Payment for 90 days
• Finance up to 72 months
• Get $500 Cash Back From Toyota ...
in addition to any othq current Toyota customer incentives!

So if you're within 4 months of graduation or if you graduated within the past 2 years Ask your Toyota dealer for all the details.
www.gettoyota.com
Toyo1a College Graduate Finance Program available to qualified applican~ l~ru ToyotaB~an_cial Services. Nol all applicams will qualify. Some
r~1_nc~1ons and hmuauons apply. Cash back offer subject 10 geographic
hmuanons and offer expires 6130/01. S« dealer for details.

,.:

. ..

Corolla

The reason why you can't
seem 10 be satisfied is
hecause you refuse 10 admit
10 yourself what it is th21
you want. You can drastically improve your situation by
becoming aware of your
desires.

Sagittarius
Believe it or not, life wasn't
always this good. Remembering hard times in the past
and comparing them to the
present will help you recognize how truly fortunate you

arc.
Capricorn
You've been thinking about
doing something out of the
ordinary for your usually
conservative self. Trust your
instincts and remember that
every action has a consequence.

Aquarius
For you, great ideas are
always within re~ch.
Instead of tossing them to
the side, make them reality.
You could reap endless
rewards by applying a linle
elbow grease 10 your grand
schemes.

-Compiled by Lo11ge11ia
Bailey. Horoscopes nm
every Tt,esday.
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THE AUTHORITY ON HOWARD SPORTS

.

STRIKE ZONE
The Bison said goodbye to basketball
seniors yesterday
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ON POINT:
Track your favorite MEAC team at
www.meacs orts.com. Get the
latest stats and n.ews about all the
confere nce teams.
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BISON ROUNDUP
A LOOK AT THE TOP SPORTS NEWS & EVENTS ATl¥:JNAAD/WO THE WORI.D
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Injured Venus loses in semifinals at Torazura
2001 tennis
NICE, France (Ticker) - A right knee injury led to Venus
Williams· exit from 1hc semifinals of the Torazura 2001 tennis event
on Saturday.
Williams suffered the injury in the second set of her 7-6 ( 10-8). 64 loss to Bulgaria's Magdalena Maleeva, and was ne•,erthe same thereafter as she lost in the semifinals of her second straight tournament.
Maleeva'sopponent in Sunday's final will be red-hot Amelie Mauresmo of France, who moved one win away from her second straight
WTA Tour title by rallying fora 2-6. 6-1. 6-1 win over fifth seed Anke
Huber of Germany.
Williams. the reigning Wimbledon and U.S. Open champion,
began 2001 by reaching the semifinals at the Australian Open before
suffering an embarrassing 6- 1, 6-1 loss to top-ranked Martina Hingis.

Gretzky back in NHL as Coyotes'
Sale is finalized
SCOTTSDALE. Arizona (Ticker) - Wayne Gretzky officially is
back in the NHL after the oft-delayed sale of the Phoenix Coyotes was
finalized Thursday to a group headed by real estate developer Steve
Ellman.
Gretzky is a minority investor in the S87 million purchase. which
was supposed to be completed months ago. Delayed by financing problems. it was finalized on the day the NHL had set as a deadline.
"This has been a very long, tough, frustrating journey. I really am
apologetic it's taken so long," Ellman said. "But it's not been as dramatic as i1's been ,een from outside. The good thing is we are here,
we have arrived. We are very delighted we have succeeded in our journey."
Gre11.ky, the leading scorer in NHL history and a Hockey Hall of
Farner, takes over as the Coyotes director of hockey operations and
will address the team before Friday's game at Carolina.
During a media conference call on Thursday night, Gretzky deferred
questions regarding on-ice issues.
"At this point in time. we haven't really talked about the organiiation or plans we have in store for this team because we've been on the
outside looking in," he said. " It would be crazy for us to think about
changes that we can make. As time goes along, we· II go from there."
Asked about the future of general manager Bobby Smith. Gretzky
said, "I'm just excited that we own the team now. We haven·1 thought
anything about one person in this organization. from ,ecretarie110 the
general manager:·
The sale was hailed by NHL commissioner Gary Bettman, who
said. "We're delighted the transaction has closed. and we look forward
to working closely with Steve and Wayne and the city of Scottsdale
on the construction of a new, state-of-the-art arena facility for the Coyotes and the people of Arizona."

Report: Louisville AD seeks to remove Crum
BRISTOL, Connecticut (Ticker) - Denny Crum·s three-decade
tenure as basketball coach at Louisville may be coming to a close.
ESPN.com is reportmg that Louisville athletics director Tom Jurich
has decided to seek a retirement settlement with the Hall of Fame
coach who guided the Cardinals to the NCAA title in 1980 and 1986
but whose program has been marred by probation in recent years.
The web site said that if Crum declines a negotiated settlement, the
university is prepared to fire him and pay a guaranteed $2 million buyout. Sources told ESPN.com that Jurich is not intercstet.1 in extending Crum's contract and that the relationship between the two ··has
turned nasty in recent weeks and is irreconcilable.''
Crum told a Louisville TV station Monday that he wanted a four•
year contract extension but would settle for a buyout.
Louisville spokesman Kenny Klein refused comment on the report.
saying. "We don't comment on speculation."
Free Throw: Did you know that Center Andrea Gardner leads the
nation in double-doubles with 18?
-Compiled by Camille M. Harvey

Bison Stun FAMU
Rattlers at Home
By CAMILLE M. ffARVt;Y
Sports Editor
The Howard University men's
basketball team may have restored
the faith in their fans after pulling
away with 72-68 thriller Saturday
night at Burr. The win ended the
Bison losing streak at live games
and can be labeled a confidence
booster as the Bison home stand
winds down.
For the Bison, forward Jonathan
Stokes led the team in scoring with
18 points. which included. going 5
for 7 from the free-throw line and
also grabbing four boards. Ali
Abdullah had 17 points. went 6 for
7 from the free-throw line also
grabbed 6 boards and 3 steals. Hekima Jackson and Darren Kennedy
also played well for the Bison. Jackson ended the game with 14 points
and a blocked shot. Kennedy was
perfect from the three-point line (22) and 3 for 4 from the free-1hrow
line. He ended the game with nine
points and two steals.
For the Rattlers. their leading
scorers. and the games leading
scorers, were Demarcus Wilkins
and Jason Miles. Wilkins and Miles
ended the game with 19 points.
Miles went 5 for 6 from the threepoint line and was 4 for 4 from the
free-throw line. Wilkins, however.
Fik: Photo
6 for 13 from the floor and 5 for
J onathan Stokes lead the men's team o,-er the Rattlers. He 8was
from the free-throw line.
is seen here at an carUer game,

2 MINUTE DRILL
Restoring My Faith
By Camille M. Harvey
Sports Editor
After hearing that some members of the men's basketball team
were upset with me for my last Two Minute Drill, I thought that
I would apologize. But then I thought about it. and realized something that was told to me a while ago. ·• You can'1 please everyone all the time." Realizing that, I thought about my career choice
and things that I want 10 do in life. One basketbal l player even
told me that. " You were jus1 doing your job." I know there will
be some people who will be offended when I say some things,
but I can·t walk around and hold my tongue for fear of hurting
someone's feelings. If tha1 were the case, I wouldn"t be able to
say anything to anyone.
How about this: If you ever have a problem with something
that I write in The Hilltop, you are more than welcome to bring
it to my attention. If you think that I have no idea what I am talking about. in terms of sports. if you think that I am too biased
towards any team. swim team or basketball. then you are entitled to your opinion: as I am entitled to mine.
Sitting in the press box Saturday watching the men's game, was
a different experience for me. I couldn"t really act a fool like I
would as a section eight hoodlum, as a fellow Hilltoper labeled
me. But acting a fool wasn·t my biggest concern. After seeing
the game. my faith was restored, and the Bison came out victorious. I saw hustle. I saw team work, I even saw Seye Aluko catch
a dunk. The men shot 70 percent from the free-throw line. had
half as many turnovers as the Rattlers (26 in comparison to 13).
I was thinking to myself, "self. maybe you should talk bad about
every team on campus and maybe we· 11 have more winning teams
on campus."
The truth of the matter was I was proud of the way the Bison
played. They didn't play their best. but they played well. For that,
I applaud them. It wasn·1 that J thought the men's team wouldn"1
win any more games but to be honest. I am so proud of them.
Even if the season ended today. their records and their effortS are
to be commended. Their record says more than many people real1y know. For the freshmen, you have only heard the horror s10rie5 about the men's basketball team over the past two years. but
they have really done ,o much and they have restored my faith
in thinking that the men·s basketball team will be a good team.

Pitas, Su Bison. 119
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Lady Bison Remain on Top of MEAC
Gardner leads Howard to huge
victory
By TYRO'IE McCA1'DIES
Hilltop Staff Writer
Andrea Gardner has finally made this her team.
After dropping the last two basketball games and
infuriating Coach Cathy Parson. the Lady Bison got
it together.
Gardner. a 6-foot-3 junior from Washington. D.C.,
asked Parson to leave the locker room for a few minutes. so she could deliver an inspirational message
to her teammmes.
··we were all down after Thursday.'' Gardner said.
"We needed to realize that it's all about us."
It worked. and an inspired Lady Bison basketball
re-established themselves as the premiere basketball
team in the MEAC. The Lady Bison came out and
smoked a red-hot Florida A&M Rattlerettes team
103-69 Saturday afternoon in the Burr Gymnasium.
The Rattlerettes came into the Burr, with the goal
of closing the gap between Howard and the rest of
the conference. The Lady Bison. however. were not
feeling the pressure. Howard utilized a devastating
16-2 run over three minutes to jump on a 29- 14 lead
in the first half.
Essence Coggins led the way with eight points
during that run. The Lady Bison went 20-25 from
the line in the first half. with Channell Washington
nailing 10 free throws.
"We never get into the hype," said Coach Parson
'·My main focus is on my team and getting them
ready."
Howard switched the defense on the Rattlerettes.
Instead of playing their usually stining full court
press. the Lady Bison went after the point guard

instead. Parson explained the
switch by saying, ·•we focused
more on 1he ball pressure then ,ve
did on pressuring the player pass,ng the ball in:· It worked
because, Florida A&M turned
the ball over 17 times. The Rattlerettes would also find themselves in foul trouble as well as
they ended the half down 17
points at 52-35.
In the second half, Gardner
came in and closed the door on
FAMU. In what is becoming a
familiar story for the women's
team. Gardner began to get great
position and converting baskets
and forcing Rattlerettes to foul
her.
Also boosting the Lady
Bison·s attack, was the return of
point guard Nicole Jackson. The
junior only scored 1wo points but
her return gave Howard a huge
lift. "She (Jackson) brings intensity to our basketball team, and it
rubs off on everybody else,"
Gardner said.
With the Lady Bison operating
at full strength, HU broke
FAMU"sspirit with a 25-1 I spurt
early in the second half to open
a 77-46 with I0:31 left in the
game. From there, it was just a
matter of running the clock out as
Ple11se s,., 1.mly Bi,on.A9
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Senior Says Farewell to The Burr
By CAMLLE M. H ARVEY
Sports Editor

Morris was also named team Most Valuable
Player.
This year. however, Morris has been plagued
with back problems. thu s he hasn"t been as productive with the team as last year. However, that
hasn't stopped Morris from being a leader on and
off the court. Morris. a History major. was also
one of 63 student-athletes to receive a 3.0 or
above last fall.

For one Bison, the Howard vs. Bethune Cookman game will mark the end of an era. Senior
guard Reggie Morris played his last home game
as a Bison. Morris, a transfer student from
Southwest College in Los Angeles has been an
impact player for the Bison.
Last year, despite all the problems surrounding the team, Morris Jed the team in scoring,
averaging 13.3 points a game. He had a career
high. 27 points, against Delaware State last year.
He also had 47 assists and 27 steals last year.
R,uie Morris

Catch Sports Week On Fridays and Tue_sdays.•. in The Hilltop
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Howard Men Defeat FAMU
From Bison, A8
This win for the Bison helps bring
confidence for 1he team up, said
Abdullah. " Control how hard you
play.''
Coach Frankie Allen w.as also
pleased wi1h 1he game and said that
it was a good win. "On any given
afternoon, a 1eam can win or lose ...
close games help us in the long run,"
Allen said.
The Bison and 1he Rattlers were
close through mos1 of the game. At
1he half, the Bison were up by one.
The Bison began pulling away from
FAMU during the second half. With
less the seven minutes left in the
game, the Bison were up by nine
points, 59-50. FAMU then scored

seven straight points, cutting the lead
in10 1wo. With less than two minutes
in the game. 1he Raulers had a 1hrec
poin1 lead. Abdullah made a lay up
and was fouled by Wilkins. Abdul•
lah comple1ed the three-poinl play by
making his free throw tying the game
al 66. FAMU forward Sonny Tudeme
fouled Bison center Seye Aluko, who
hil both of bis free throws giving the
Bison a two-point lead. With less
1han a minute left, Bison guard Sean
Blondell fouled out of 1he game. He
had four points and three assists.
The last three seconds of 1he game
may have been the mos1 intense
moments of the game. Within that
time, four timeouts were called
between the two teams. II all started
when FAMU guard Demarcus

Wilkins fouled Hekima Jackson. The
Raulers called a timeout. After the
timeout, Jackson made his first free
throw. the Rattlers called another
time ou1. After the timeout, Jackson
missed the free throw. then the Rattlers called another time out. Then,
the Bison called time oul. On the in
bound, Jona1han Stokes. who was
fouled by FAMU forward Brian Harris, intercepted the pass. Stokes
missed the first free throw, but made
the second one. sealing FAMU's fate.
The Bison played their final home
game for the season yesterday.
against Bethune Cookman.

Lady Bison Blast FAMU Women
From Lady Bison, A8
Howard would score lriple-digits for
the fifth time this season 103-69.
Leading the way for Howard were
Andrea Gardner with 25 poin1s and
16 rebounds. &sencc Coggins had
23 points, Channell Washington

scored 19 points and dished out JO
assists, while Asia Pelly added 17
points to go along with IOrebounds.
Also playing well for the Lady Bison
was Ayanna Ball, who came up with
eigh1 points a.nd played excellent
defense.
In a losing effort for FAMU, Shel-

cey Harp, who had 14 points and 11
boards. Akita Heatley had 14 points,
but the All-MEAC performing guard
turned the ball over IOtimes.
The Lady Bison came back to
action Monday afternoon in 1hcBurr
when they took on the Lady Wildcats
of Bethune Cookman.

A9

Napster Suit
~ akes Prompts
~ agern~ss From
t ompetitors
From Napster. AZ
mp3.com Website, and the typical
price is Jess than$ IO before shipping.
Even if the lhtener does not buy a CD,
the artist still earns money through
mp3 .com's •payback-for-playback"
program if his or her music is downloaded.
Mp3.co.'My mp3.com, • which
enables users to slore their music on
the Web~ite and access tl1e file, from
any internet connected computer.
However, this service docs not allow
users to ,hare files. Even so, mp3.com
has faced lawsuits related to copyright infringement.
Scour.nel. which calls i1sclf 'your
digital entertainment universe,• allows
users to download music. video and
audio files. Scour has also faced copyright litigation and is being relaunched
early this year. according to its Website.
A number of other music sharing
services can be found simply by using
search engines such a, Excite or
Google and typing in 'mp3 download.• Some of 1hese include 0th.net,
songcr.twlcr.com and www.1op1empo.com.

Basketball Teams Restore Faith
From Faith, A8
It doesn't hurt that there are some
people on the team from the great
state of California. The 1ruth is from
the second the California boys
walked on the basketball court, I
knew that a change would come. I

knew that it wouldn·t come overnight
but it would come. Even though .
some people aren't producing like
they would like to be. I bad the faith
and kepi the fai1h even after ... nuff
said.
Than.k you Bison men, I have faith
that the season will still end on a

good note.

Camille Harvey is a senior broadcast journalism major from Oakland, Ca., and she can be reached at
111esporrs@/1otmail.com.

Brown Discusses Legacy of
Black Arts Movement
From lecture, A6
"Police Brutality," a painting by an
anonymous artist, was the first painting that dealt with police harassment and their maltreatments of
black people. This title leads 10 the
next painting, "WEUSI" which
means "Black" in Swahili.
Another painting on display was
that of a great leader we are all too
familiar with- Malcolm X. An
artist named Gay Lord il lustrated a
strong and independent black leader
who stood up for his rights and those
of his people in this painting.
Also. shown was "Mother and
Child" the painting of Ben Jones,
which represented the closeness
between a mother and her chi ld and
" a community and its people,"
Brown said. This brought about the
concept "Nation Building," which is

a conoep1used by blacks 10 express
the imporiance of strong and independent families.
In the 60s and 70s many ar1ists
believed it was very important to
convey their messages and teach
everything 1hrough the arts. A MusIi m artist, Abdullah Aziz. who
taught people 1he Islamic religion
through his works. was a tremendous
influence to the movemen1. A number of his works were shown, bu1 1he
mos1 exceptional were the self-por1rai1 of Aziz wearing Koofi headgear
10 represen1 his religious background
and the painting "Collon Pickers,"
which was one of his early works.
In "Collon Pickers," Aziz said that
we as blacks haven't moved too far
away from slavery because even
after slavery there were still conon
pickers.

There was also a painting called
"African of the Diaspora" tha1 had
a message for black people reminding them that no mailer where they
live, they should always remember
that thei r hfatory and background
came from Africa and still is in
Africa.
Ano1her grea1 influential artist of
1he movement was Thiwo Shabass. a
Muslim pain1er, whodepic1ed black
people in Africa in his works "Senegal," "Drummer," and "African
Musicians." Shabass said he has
finally received the recognition he
deserves after being slighted because
of his light complexion. Shabass
thought it was an inira-racial issue
because back then black people only
supported the "black" people. he
said.

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Incorporated
present
the annual

Sadi e Yancy Scholarshi p Essay Contest
for
Freshman Women
Question
How did Election 2000 alter your perception of t he significance of the political
awareness and involvement of African American women?
Please cite specific examples.

Prize
$500.00

Rules
•

Entries may only be submitted by full-time, first year , undergraduate
female students currently enrolled in any of the schools and colleges of
Howard University.
• Entries must be approximately and no more than 500-words, typed and
double-spaced on white paper. Please include your name, local mailing
address, telephone number(s), and e-mail address.
• Entries must be postmarked by Monday, March 12, 2001.
Please forward all entries to:
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., P.O. Box
75358, Washington, DC 20013, Att n: Sadie Yancy.

Is thm acareer company that can offrr y~u the ronfidmuyou ntt.d to muh'fUTgrealtSI g1J11ls7 An
organi111tion that wasJoundtd in 1853 and today ranls No. 2/H on tht Fortune 500, with rMnuts ofmort
than 17.5 billion and total ®tis of138.9billion! An imuranu company that wls hard lo t111ure tht
future ofea1hofit1 tmploymf Without Questwn.

ON-CAMPUS PRESENTATION
Center for Professional Development, School of Business
Wednesday, February 2P1
5-6 pm

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Center for Professional Development, School of Business
Thursday, February 22nd
8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Wednesday, February 28th
8:30 am - 4:30 pm
lfJ•ou are unablt to alltnd our 1ampU1 tflfllts, pl,aufax )~Ur mumt lo 651-J10-2Q86,Atm: C:Ol!ttt Rtliuio111.
An 1911(1/ opportunity emplOJ'"·

stpaul.com
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Opinions & Editorials
The ITeam
And the
Stability
OfHU

Howard and the Shortest Month

Point of View

here has been much debate
recently concerning the number
of Black History Month activities scheduled at the Mecca. There isn't
a February that rolls around, wheo this

T

Editorials

SELLANO SIMMONS
ithou1 knowing ii you
may have spoken to
them or received their
help concerning any1hing from
financial aid 10 studenl ac1ivities.
You may have caught a glimpse of
more than eighl people "s1ra1egically deployed" across campus holding
Howard in a flux of insiabili1ywhich, ironically enough, may actually keep us stable. Wi1hoU1 knowing i1, you may have spied the I-team.
I am miking aboul the inlerim posi1ions- inierim, in lhis case, being a
more appropria1e name for "acting.''
Our Vice Presidenl of Studen1
Affairs, Raymond Archer, has been
"acting" for more 1han three years
now. Archer's "ac1ing" role crea1es
a scary domino effec1 for the res1 of
the Student Affairs employees: Dean
Belinda-Lightfoo1 Wmkins, Terrance
Samuels and Daniel Goodwin. "Acting'' Vice-President Archer will nol
sanc1ion Dean Walkins as Dean of
S1uden1 Life and Ac1ivi1ies, because
he, himself, has no1 yet officially
received his position. The same logic
applies 10 "Acting" Dean Walkins.
She will not sanction ''Aeling"
Director 'Terrance Samuels, because
she would be signing away 1he last
official job she held and if she
doesn'1get the position as dean, she
essentially would be unemployed.
Most students may not be aware of
1he fac11hat Conan Loui\, Vice President of University Advancement,
resigned 1wo mon1hs ago. This
comes at an unfor1una1e time for the
University considering that we are
about 10 launch the Capital Campaign. Basically. Conan Louis' job
was 10 increase the fimmcial support
(a.k.a. "Alumni give-back") and garner other funds for the University.
Currently. another I-team member
has joined the roster- Dr. Richard
Lucas is the new ln1erim Vice President of University Advancemenl.
He is very capable in this capacity
and would be great for 1he position,
but he loo is "ac1ing."
Special Studenl Services empioyee. Barbara Williams, is also "acling" in her role. There is still NO
DIRECTOR FOR FINANCIAL
AID. Currently, Sondra NorrellThomas and William Keene are "act•
ing" as our athletic director and associate a1hlc1ic direc1or respectively.
11 is time for the University lo
make a decision. Keep them or get
rid of them. I advocate that we keep
all our imerims and make it official.
The University lacks s1abili1y
when key employees /administrators
are held in limbo when it comes 10
their positions. Their fu1ure is left up
10 the whim of lhe Univcrsi1y, forcing them 10 walk on eggshells in
order to avoid demo1ion or possible
release from the insli1u1ion. Sta1is1ics
show that the number-one goal in a
job is 10 be able 10 maimain stability. I question how anyone in limbo
could possibly effecrnate this. given
the situation.
The Universi1y must strengthen
i1s infrastructure. This will come by
making these interim positions official and recruiting directors for both
financial aid and athletics.
The l-tean1 must be eliminated.
Howard University, please tell us
what's up. Hire them or fire them. It's
time lo stop "acting" and move on ...
"officially,"

W

Sella110 Simmons is the president
of the Howard University Student
Association. He is a senior legal
co1111111111icatio1,s major from North
Dakota.
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debate is not thrust into the fray of public discourse.
Students and faculty members souod
off on how they feel Howard should celebrate the month, if we should celebrate
the month at all, and why we're not doing
enough 10 celebrate African American
acheivements during this, the shortest
month of the year.
Though some may feel that the calendar listings may be in short supply for the
month of February (a position which we
disagree with), we feel that it is important
to look to the entire school year to adequatly assess the strength of Howard's
committmenl to recognize African American History.
This University breaths history; from
the lecture series on Patricia Roberts
Harris, to the annual Charter Day ceremonies when we honor Howard alums
who have gone on and made history in

their ()WO right. With each month, with
each passing activity on main can1pus we
celebrate the greatest part of ourselves
and our heritage.
Like clockwork, the scene played out
again yesterday in Burr gym before the
school basketball game: students and faculty members stood with clinched fists
jutted 1owards the sky as the National
Black Anthem resonated throughout the
building.
For few students, the gesture was just
another hollow formality to be taken on
before the game. Another one of
How:u-d's archaic rituals born in some
distant era when overly ambitious students wore big hair, and funky bell bottoms.
Bui for those few who realize Howard's
unique place in history, that scene of
black fists capsulated the very essence of
an HBCU. The very essence of our history which is celebrated in various forms
and fash ions throughout the year.
For each pumped fist. for each headwrapped female in the gym that day, a bit
of Black History shined. And that greatest thing about Howard is 1ba1 you don't
have to wait until the shortest month 10
celebrate your heritage. Whether you
know it or not, we celebrate it every day.

The Strategic Framework For Action Part II

About This Page
The Hilltop has condensed its editorial and opinions page into one.
The editorials, which appear in the
top right-hand corner of the page,
reflect the views ofthe Hilltop Editorial Board. Signed columns reflect
the viei,vs of the authors.

The S1ra1egic Framework for Ac1ion II 1ha1 Howard Univer•
sity Presiden1 H. Pa1rick Swygert is preparing 10 submit 10 the
Board of Trustees nex1 month will undoubtedly enhance the University in the future if 1hey can get ii done.
In his proposal, Swygert is selling forth a plan 10 build a new
school of communica1ions, student life center. and science and
engineering building by 2006. Swygerl is also proposing 10
increase the number of endowed chairs for faculty members. He
proposes 10 do all this in five years.
We believe Swygert can ge11he job done. But the task will be
daunting one. In order 10 meet the President's goal for advancement, the Universi1y is going 10 ha,•e 10 raise millions of dollars.
his abundantly clear that the Universi1y is going 10 have 10 get
more support from alumni, a 1a,k that 1hey have failed at, They
are going 10 have 10 raise more money from outside sponsors than

The Eleventh Plague

they ever have before. Wi1h all this said, we believe it can be done.
The completion of 1he new books1ore, I-Lab and pending open•
ing of 1be new Heahh Sciences and Law Libraries proves this.
He finished most of all of his projects from the first Strategic Famework for action, excepl 1he Center for African-American Heri1age and Culture. And hopefully 1ha1 project will be
complete before 1he University starts pulling money into other
ventures.
What is missing from Swgert's proposal was a new foo1ball
sports complex 10 replace Greene Stadium and Burr gym, a plan
1ha1 would help the Universi1y in recrui1ing 1op a1hletes to
s1reng1hen the athletic program. We believe 1ha1 the Framework
for Ac1ion II has 1he po1enlial 10 be wonderful sequel 10 1he original.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:

!JEOMA EMENANJO
Ten years ago if one was asked 1he seemingly
elem al question "What is Africa's greatest problem?" one was sure 10 give one of the answers:
pover1y, corrup1ion, edinic conflict e.1.c. Now the
question is even more difficult 10 answer. Africa·s
grea1es1 emerging problem 1ha1 no one seems 10 be
paying enough a11en1ion 10 is AIDS. QUESTION:
Why AIDS?
ANSWER: S1a1is1ics show that more than halfthe
world's HIV-positive population lives in Africa. So
what riglu? Let me put this in perspective, there are
33 million people living worldwide with HIV; subSaharan Africa has n HIV positive population of
22.3 million. which is 67 percent of the global popula1ion.
Still don't understand why this is Africa's greatest problem? Lei me explain further. the ratio of doctors 10 patients is I: 50,000, so early de1ec1ion and
preven1ion is virtually impossible. Ten percent of
Ugandan's are HIV positive and 46,000 suffer from
full blown aids, 20 percent of the pregnant women
in Rwanda and Burundi carry the HJV virus. More
1han half the soldiers in some African armies are
HIV positive so are 10-20 percent of 1he mineworkers in South Africa.
Since most African countries embrace polygan1y
and most cultural views abou1 sex promote promiscuity the spread of AIDS in Africa is exponential.
Repor1s estimate 1ha1 Zimbabwe has l.6million
fewer people due 10 aids direc1ly or indirectly,
Uganda 1.3 million fewer people, Nigeria I million
fewer and Somh Africa 900,000 fewer.
By the year 20 I 0, sub-Saharan Africa will have
71 million fewer people 1han it would have without the effec1 of AIDS. Population declines pro•
jec1ed are Nigeria, 11.7 million, Kenya 6.7 million,
Sou1h Africa 5.6 million, Zimbabwe, 4.4 million.
Demographers predicl 1ha1 1wo-1hirds of
Bo1swanan 15 year olds will die of AIDS before age
50. In countries like Zambia and Malawi life
expectancy is now down 10 as low as 37 years. 37
. years' Convinced? I hope so, but World leaders

aren't.

On February 2°". the leader of 1he free world,
President Bush thought it best (1he Einstein he is!)
10 close 1he White House Office on AIDS he later
made a revision and said the decision was an error.
The only error there was the American people voling for a nincompoop for Presiden1; it was very
obvious that the reason why the decision was
reversed was because of the outcry from 1he in1ernational and local communi1y. Thal discussion is
for a later time.
Back to AIDS, Africa is in dire need of help from
the international 10 figh1 1his menace 10 our exis1ence; AIDS research needs 10 be s1epped up and
HBCU's like Howard need 10 1ake a more visible
approach 10 fight against AIDS. Giant Pharmaceutical firms need to step up research and sell
cocktail drugs at cheaper prices. The currem breakthrough of prices for these drugs at $350 per year
is still outrageously expensive if you consider the
fact that the average African family earns less than
$20 a month. The U.N es1ima1es that more than 2
billion in annual global inves1men1 is necessary in
the fight against AIDS. 1999 inves1men1$300million. Basically not enough is being done.
My opponen1s argue 1ha1 these statistics are
misleading and the numbers are not that bad. My
answer is simply "The greatest tragedy may somelimes be ignoring a tragedy". The Howard Universi1y African Students Association is trying to
wage a war agains1AIDS in Africa by creating programs 1ha1 educa1e the African American community abou1 AIDS in Africa. Are you willing 10 figh1
in 1ha1 war? A lot of people in 1he interna1ional
community see the pictures and statistics of people dying in Africa and turn away almos1 as ifi1 is
normal. My people "IT OUGHT NOT BE SO".
ljeoma Emenanjo is a se11ior Chemical £11gineeri11g, and is also the Preside/I/ of the Africa11 St11•
dents Associatia11.

Congratulations on the new Tuesday edition of The Hilhop.
For nearly four decades as a professor at Howard, I have relied on
The Hill1op for information and opinions abou1 what happens on campus.
I have always believed that the best
way for a faculty member 10 find out
aboul campus news and events was
10 ask the students. The Hilltop has
been there as a source.

Now, with The Hilltop being published twice a week. I can be more
current and twice as informed!
My best wishes 1oall the s1affmembers, who ,vork so hard 10 bring ou1
the mos1 informative, colorful.
1hough1ful and articulate newspaper
in four decades.
Sincerely,
Morris Levin
Professor
Depar1men1 of Political Science

Stntl commtnu and ltntrs ,ia t·Jll(1i/ to tf1thilltop@hormail.com, orfa:< mnmt>nll to ( 102J
8()6.47:,s,
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No question. I RS e-file is
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get your tax refund bock
. in less than half the
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usual time.
.

Speediest of all, specify
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Direct Deposit to your
-!
I

bank account, and you

,.

. could get the money in

..

as little as ten days.
Forty million people

--

,

will use IRS e-file to file
their taxes this year. It's
fast, easy, secure.
And so accurate, there
are fewer time-wasting
mistakes to correct.
Now you con also sign

I

your return electronically.
You can e-file federal
and state taxes with one
.,

click, to hurry along your

II

state refund too.
If you owe taxes, you
hove several options for
poying electronically.

,,

Ask your tax preparer
to e-file your return for
you. Or do it on your own
fl

computer.
For details, visit us at

www.irs.gov
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·poSITIONS AVAILABLE
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
INTHE
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER
ROOM 117
FOR
2001-02 HILLTOP EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
AND
BUSINESS MANAGER
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
TODAYTHRU
FEBRUARY 28, 2001
'D EADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS
FEBRUARY 28, 2001 AT 5:00 PM
.
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